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Way back in the first years of Soviet Power Vladi-

mir Lenin while mapping out and substantiating the prin-

oiples of organisation of the librarianship in the so-

cialist country paid partioular attention to the necessity

of the creation in the Soviet Union of a planned ramified

library network.

With every year of Soviet Government came to face

the necessity of planning, organizing and accommodating

various librarian institutions, public, libraries, first

and foremost, whioh wore oatering to the requests of the

widest circles of the population,'

It was not accidental that the elaboration of the

principles of dislocation of the librarian network on

the territory of the country have always been the object

of the close attention of the Soviet librarianship.

These principles are based on the necessity to

give all the citizens in all corners of the Soviet

Union an equal opportunity for using the library.

The complexity of the dislocation prWem lies

in the specific features of the Soviet Union,. It occu-

pies the territory with the total area of 22 million

eq. km. and includes moat varied olimatio and landscape

zones. Nearly one hundred different nationalities live

on its territory. Variety and co4rasta in the popula-

tion density depend on the olimatio, landsoape geographi.

cal and national peouliarities. Settlements of every

type may be found in our country ()ivies with the many-

million population, large towns with 700,000 and more



population, average towns whose population ranges
0.2a

between 1000and 500,(zmOOPall towns in which about

20,000 live, worker's settlements, villages with

several thousand population and farmsteds where several

Xamilies live.

According to the 1969 census the population of

the Soviet Union is 241 million of which 105 million .

live in the countryside.

In order to provide the multi-4illion population

living on a vast territory with the opportunity of

using library books a broad and ramified network of

librarian institutions had-to be first organized which

would make it possible to bring the library close to

the peoples' habitation of the plaoe of work.

It was particularly important to open first of

all libraries in rural localities, national republiosg

in the Far North and in some other regions where the

need of culture was especially great.

In the course of socialist construction in the

Soviet Union the network of the kind has teen organized

in the country. The state along with the trade unions

and collective farms participated actively in its

oreation.

It present there are in the Soviet Union a little

under 122,000 public libraries of which number 35,000

are serving urban and nearly 87,000 rural population.

On an average there are 1,900 readers per library.



The number of books, magazines, brochures in their stooks

totals 1,193,590,000 or an average of 5.0 books per

capita.

Eaoh stationary library maintains its own ramified

network of book issue desks, mobile libraries which

serve small populated looations and average production

collectives where it is inexpedient and'non-economical

to organize stationary libraries. Today 229,500 suoh

points are funotioning throughout the oountry.

The location of the librarian network in the country

is based on the territorial principle, e.g. readers are

being served at their pla000 of residence. The network

is organised in striot correspondence with the existing

administrative and territorial division whioh includes

puoh units (from largor to smaller) ass union republic,

autonomous republic, region or territory, district,

village Soviet.

In practice, these units are provided with librarian

service by oreatingt

1. National, republican, regional libraries which

organise their book oolleotiona with due account of the

economical, industrial and cultural make-up of the entire

administrative-territorial regions book stooks are used

not only for servicing these who live in the republican

and regional centres but 6480 for catering to the .

increased cultural requirements of the entire population

of a republic, territory or a region; methodological and



bibliographical assistance to other libraries of the regions

2. Central town and distriot libraries which serve

their own administrative-territorial units and present

a sort of a link between the main regional library and

smaller stationary town and rural libraries, and also

carry out methodological supervision over the urban and

rural libraries;

3. Urban and rural libraries servioing population

in their towns and village Soviets.

Urban and rural libraries are organized on the basis

of the distriot library dislocation. The definition

"district library service" inoludes separate populated

looality, part of it or several localities and presents

a zone of activity of one stationary public) library.

In distributing libraries in a district we prooeed

first of all from the necessity to provide an opportunity

to an urban oitizen to make use of the library or its

branch not more than 10 -15- minute walk from his home or

work in the town and not more than 30-minute walk in the

countryside. Each public libiary is allocated its service

neighbourhood, the site of which depending on the number

and density of population when determining the radius of

its activities.

The general rules of library looationing in the

Soviet Union may be oharaoterised by the following norms

worked out by the Soviet librarianshipl



In countrysides --

1. At least one publio library of any department

on the territory of each village Soviet (population

500 and more). A village Soviet may have several libra-

ries considering that each library has minimum 1,000

readers and are situated not less than 2 km apart.

An exception are district of the Far North, mounta-

neous regions and regions with difficult Emcees, where

the population norms may be diminshedi

2. When a village Soviet has several libraries, a

central village library is appointed which co-ordinates

the work of all libraries situated on the territory of

the Soviet;

3. In the wise when the children's population of

the village Soviet is over 500 of boys and girls aging

between 7 and 14 (pupils of 1-8 forms), a ohildrents

section is organized at the library;

4. For the library to be opened for the reader

the initial book collection of the village library

should have minimum 2,000 books; later on the book

collection should have five books per resident of a

district served by the library; the book stook of the

oentral village library should also havo at least five

books per district resident plus 0.5 of a book for every

resident of the village Soviet;

.5. Each village library should have minimum one

staff, paid worker. At present the number of paid village
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librarians in a number of union republics (for instance,

in the Russian Federation) is determined depending on

the amount of the librarian work. If a library has 600

readers and issues 10,000 books annually, each 300 extra

readers and 16,000 book issues entitles the library to

an additional 0.5 librarian unit;

6. An adult and a children's library serve the

grown-ups and the youths of the rural administrative

centre. Depending on its size and the population residing

in it, the oentre may have several public libraries belong-

ing to various departments, each for every 10,000 residents.

District libraries are the oentres of the organiza-

tional and methodologioal apsistanoe rendered to the

rural libraries end funotion as inter-library exchange

centres for the libraries of the entire distriot.

In towns --

1. A public library under any department, not

counting the libraries situated on the territory of premises

of an industrial establishmeni, Jr an institution, is orga-

nized in every town, town administrative district, or

worker's settlement. A library is organized on oondi-

tion that it will serve at least 10,000 and the distanoe

between the nearest library is minimum 1.5 ka;

2. A centre' town library is, as a rule, organized

in the towns which have several public libraries, and in

the towns with administrative districts - an affiliated



libraries of these districts, which serve as the centres

for rendering the organisational and methodological

assistance and also carry out inter-library exchange

functions for public libraries of the town or its

districts;

3. The initial book collection of the town library

allowing to open it should have at least 5,000; later

on the oolleotion should have four books per eaoh resident

of the distriot served by the library plus 0.5 of a book

per every resident of the adminintrative region; the

central town library has four books per each resident of

the district served by the library plus 0.5 of a book

per each town resident;

4. Every town library should have minimum 2 staff

workers. The number of paid staff workers is determined

in correspondence with the state approved "Standard Staffs

of the Town, Distriot and Children's Library" and depends

on the size of the book oolleotion. Au individual staff

schedule is set for libraries with a collection over

60,000 copies of books, magazines and brochures. At

present it is essential to determine the numberoof paid

librarians depending not on the size of the book collec-

tion but rather on the volume of work. In some of the

republics this question has already been prepared to be

examined by state organs;

5. Independent ohildren'e libraries axe organized



ia the towns with administrative division - at least one

library in a district. When there are 1.500 pupils of

1-8 forms and preschool children from 6 years and upwards

oAldren's sections are organized at the libraries for

grown-ups.

Besides the state public libraries a place apart in

importance is held by the trade-union libraries numbering

today 26,000. An to their oharaoter, content and methods

of work, trade-union libraries are conventional public

libraries. They are organized, in the main, at factories,

plants, establishments, worker's clubs and Houses of

culture. There are also inter-union stationary libraries

organized by the territorial Soviets of trade unions. In-

dependent trade-union libraries are being set up at the

oatablishments and institutions *hose oolleotives number

xinimum 500. They are located according to production

principle. As a rule, these libraries oater first of all

10 workers of their enterprise. Besides they issue books

to the population residing nearby.

The above-mentioned principles and norms or organiza-

tion of the network of publio libraries account for the

national and local specific features, and in a number of

oases local state bodies and organs of culture adopt their

own decisions in library network looationing.

The working out of the norms has been highly important

since it allowed us to batter organise the work of the

existing library network in servicing the population.
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Using these instructions concerning the looationing of

the libraries and the norms, the librarians could work

out on the basis of the analysis of the existing network

concrete measures as to its rational distribution. In the

process of improving the network some of the libraries

were transfered from those areas where they were in

excess to the regions where there was need for them.

Redestribution between the libraries of their book oollec-

tiona was undertaken in order to balance the number of

books per capita. As a result book service of the popula-

tion has been improved. Local stag organs began to dif-

ferentiate' when calculating allocations for acquisitioning

literature for each library depending on the number of

residents in the sphere of its service and an average

book provision. In the majority of populated localities

library serviceshave been organized in one form or another.

One can get an idea about the total scope of the work

from the following figures( in the Russian Federation

alone nearly 300 town and 600 village libraries have been

transfered and over 3,000 branches, issue desks, mobile

libraries were organized in countryside, 20,000 library

neighbourhoods were reorganized along more rational

lines..

The improvement work conducted in the country

included such measures as the amalgamation of small

libraries, enlargement of the existing libraries, provi-

sion of new and extension of the old premises, conclusion



of treaties with various establishments, oolleotive and

state farms for additional allocations on librarian

servioe of the population.

The above-mentioned measures helped to improve

considerably the librarian service of the population

and draw into public libraries a large number of new

readers. Thus thanks to the improvement of the public

library network in the Russian Federation alone over 9

million town residents were additionally provided with

library books and the rural libraries weloomed over 1,5

million new readers.

The worked out principles and norms of the public

library network made it possible to organize it so that

the librarian institutions could be distributed on the

territory of the country in the moat rational, planned

and economical way.

Today nearly 75,500,000 readers or 80 per cent of

all the readers in the country frequent public libraries.

They are isbued annually nearly 1,500 million books or an

average of 19 books per reader. In most of the regions

of the country the library book has been brought within

reach of each literature person.

At the same time the organizers and practical libra-

rianship workers feel that there is a certain lagging

behind the requirements of today in the district library

distribution.

We think that this is due to the qualitative changes
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in the socio-demographical structure of society in the

last ten years. These changes may be explained first

and foremost by the changes in the places of residence

and in the direct role man plays in the production

process, by the changes in the content and character of

labour in the production sphere, by higher welfare of the

population brought about by the scientific and teohnologi-

oal progress. These changes are characterized by the

higher role of mental activity, greater share of intel-

lectual type of activity in most of the professions,

increased number and higher capacity of high - qualified

specialists. The requirements of science and industry

in skilled workers have determined the urbanization

prooess,' rapid growth of towns with higher schools,

research and cultural centres. 885 new towns with a

total population of 36,000,000 appeared in the Soviet

Union in the period between 1959 and 1969.

Simultaneously with the town development new types

of public relations emerge in countryside where people

today work in conditions of a large mechanized economy

which demands a more skilled labour and theoretical

training. The scientific and technical progress creates

new links between agricultural production and industry

and the creation on this basis of agro-industrial

complexes. They give rise to new populated localities,

which combine in them all the progressive sides of the
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town with the advantages of the countryside. Today tbere

are over a hundred towns of the kind in the country.

At the same time the traditional rural populated

localities which have been formed and are continuing to

develop can no longer be regarded as isolated because of

the complex and durable economical and administrative

ties existing among them.

Parallel with the above-mentioned changos a natural

process is under way in the life of society - *Ow u;Thit.;

need in various information, primarily in informatio!1

which will help an individbal in his practical activ0;y,

This process results in the growing share of the special

and scientific booksin the overall volume of the prj

matter in the Soviet Union. Today specialized books make

up nearly 87 per cent of the entire amount of literature

(including social and political literature) published in

the Soviet Union.

Today Soviet librarians note that one of the fiJoWreti

and an evidence of the interests of soicalled "mass reader"

becoming more complex Qs his request for a specialized

book which is growing in scope with every year and demands

prompt satisfaction.

Public library can no longer restrict itself to

carrying out the functions of raising general educational

and cultural level of the population, e.g.) to Le BR

enlightening institution. To have a sizable book collec

tion is no longer sufficient for a public library. It

should have a well-appointed collection to satisfy most
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varied requirements from professional to the aesthetioal.

If we take library network as a material ground for

librarianship, we shall see that we are not in a position

to eaviefy to the full the present-day requirements of

the "mass reader" with the present organisational forme

of the public library network, which had taken shape and

at a certain stage played a positive role in drawing into

reading every family and the literature part of the

nation.

In the last decade the work of improving public libra-

ry network in the country hue shown convincingly that the

results attained do not bring the librarianship to the

level which is dictated by the growing requirements of the

population for a library book.

According to the principles which have taken to this

date library network is organised basing on the external

indications - population, territory, distance. The activity

of a library is restricted by a present area. Eaoh library

encloses itself within the set independent limits regardless

of other libraries and inevitably leads to undifferentiated
approSch to the current book acquisitions, deprives the

library of the durable contacts and weakens its opportu-

nities for co-operation and co-ordination.

As a result libraries homogenous in book collections,

structure and activity spring up in each library service

neighbourhood. Even if a library has a sizable book collec-

tion, the entire network of such libraries fail to satisfy
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the requirements of their readers to the full, because

actually they have no books to choose from.

In organizing library service the social and

professional charaoteriatios of the population are

taken into account by setting up a network of special

libraries - medical, technical, agricultural, eto.

However, these networks are concentrated, as a rule, in

the republican, regional and territorial centers and also

in large industrial towns and cannot offer equal opportu-

tittle's of their systematic use to all the specialists in

this or that spheres of knowledge. In addition, itegration

of scienoes results in the universalisation of book col-

lections of the special libraries bringing their tasks and

functions in serving science and production close to the

tasks and functions of the public libraries.

Due to these reasons with a view of improving in the

basic positions and methods of the structure of the

existing network of libraries have to ue changed somewhat.

We think that the following factors will have a

decisive effect on the organisational structure of the

public library networks

(a) changes in the socio-demographical structure

of the town and rural population (growth of the urban

and decrease in the rural population, appearance of the

agro-industrial complexes, tendency towards concentra-

tion of rural population and of suburbian residents near
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the means of communications, greater movement of the

population);

(b) greater amount of free time;

(c) steadily growing level of knowledge and

professional qualification;

(d) building-up principles of populated localities

of various types and structures;

(e) preferential industrial or agricultural de-

velopment of certain territories of the country (Siberia,

the Far East, South-Eastern steppe areas of the Urals,

Kazakhstan, the Altai Territory);

(f) the development of the tendencies of the inter-

departamental co-operation and co-ordination of planning.

The problems concerning the working out of the new

soientifioally substantiated principles and norms of

the organization of the public library network in the

country is the object of research initiated in a number

of republics by the Lenin State Library with the direct

participation of the largest libraries in the country.

In the proceso of the research we aim to test a

number of the hypotheses that have come to the fore.

The main position whioh should be checked in

whether in organizing public library network it is more

expedient at the present -day stage to base the librarian

district activity not on the zone principle restrioted

to any one library but on the unit of populated locality)
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a town a000rding to the established standardization or

a group of rural localities.

The most effective organization of the librarian

service within such a unit will be a stepped network

structures

- main district library with a library bus,

- a library with a territorial reading-hall,

- an exchange library,

- book exchange and order desk.

Adany years of experience have shown that the multi-

staged structure of the library network at the present-day

stage of development of the links 'between the libraries

presents a sound basis for the oreati.m of the centralized

eystem of methodological and organizational supervision

of the librarianship and makes for better use of the book

stooks of each library and satisfy readers' requirements

to the full.

But whereas lormerly the stepped librarian network

structure was, mainly, intended for ensuring methodolo-

gical supervision and links between the central and rank-

and-file libraries, the new structure should, first and

foremost, make provision for the creation within the

populated locality unit of an all-purpose book stook

intended to satisfy diversified and broader requirements

of the population and the units organized on the basis

of the differentiatingly selected book collections.
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We are compelled to seek new ways for determining

the volume and composition of the library's book stocks,

for establishing the norms of book-provision of the popu-

lation within the area serviced by a library.

With this approach to the organization of the public

libldry network inside the population unit being accepted

as the basis of the library district organization all the

libraries are regarded in their totality. This approach

provides a certain leeway for increasing book collection

on a certain subject at the expense of certain sections

of the book stook depending on the place of the library

in the multi-stage atruoture: for instance, the larger

the library, the greater is the non-fiction book collec-

tion and vice verse, the smaller the library, the more

books on fiction it offers.

This will require the working out of norms of the

annual book acquisitions for each stage.

The problem concerning coordination between public

and special libraries in the general system of the libra-

rian system and directly in every populated locality unit

also requires close study.

We suggest checking at the second stage of research

the position that the structure of the general system of

service in the populated locality unit should be based on

the principle of the place and role of the book in the

practical activity of a person-acquiring education,
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perfecting knowledge, raising qualification or getting

a new one, scientific activity.

It is also essential to check whether all the libra-

ries in the general library system rightly belong to the

following groups:

1. School, technical school and higher school

libraries serve educational purposes;

2. Special libraries of institutions and establish-

ments and also public libraries present opportunities

for refreshing knowledge and raising qualifications and

acquiring new skills;

3. General scientific libraries (republican, regional,

territorial), academic libraries, large special libraries

serve science.

When this differentiation is realized, a public

library besides conducting the work aimed at the ideolo-

gioal upbringing, raising the cultural level of the popula-

tion, organizing their recreation will come to occupy a

plane of importance in that part of the practical activity

of each and every individum which lies between gettinp

education and engaging in the practical activity. It will

become an institution intended for satisfying most varied

requirements of the broad range of highly-qualified

workers and specialists engaged in the national economy

and thus fulfil the functions dictated by the contemporary

times.
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We hope that the research conducted in various

towns and rural areas of the country will help to find

for each unit of populated localities ways of establishing

interrelations, meaningful and spatial interrelation of

individual links of the librarian service and make prac-
tical conclusions oonoerning the organization of the

librarian service as a free combination of its components
the general integrity of which is provided by the main
role of a large library supplemented by a ramified system
of local librarian institutions serving various purposed.

Y.V. Isayev and B.I. Sirotkina,

Chief librarians of the research

section of the USSR Lenin State Library


